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It is a pleasure to welcome you back, Denise!

Since your last visit, you have added two new hats to your wardrobe: public speaker and 
professional corporate writer. We will begin with Denise, the public speaker.  

1.  What are some of the challenges and rewards of a public speaker?  How do you
prevent stagefright?

Great questions. Public speaking challenges, for me, have generally dealt with scheduling
and travel. This isn't an issue with COVID19 and conferences rolling out remotely. However,
in the past, nailing travel arrangements, including making it through airports on time, has been
a challenge while juggling a busy schedule. On the other hand, public speaking rewards are
plenty! I love connecting with book readers, students, business professionals and community
leaders. It's a joy to share valuable information, details and lessons learned with others. As far



as stagefright goes, after speaking in public for years, I feel comfortable on stage. I love it!
During the early days of public speaking, I practiced in front of a mirror and brought note
cards with me on stage to remember key points. Another thing that I did was to ensure that I
understood the audience I was speaking with and made certain that I shared information that
the audience found valuable.

2. Please share with our readers a memorable blooper and the lessons learned from it. 

I was a keynote speaker at a book festival in Atlanta, Georgia. At the time, I was living in
Pennsylvania. Thinking that I had time to drive to the Philadelphia airport, I left about an hour
ahead of my flight. By the time I parked, caught the airport shuttle and reached the terminal,
my flight was closed. Fortunately, I got on a standby. Unfortunately, the event hosts had to get
another keynote speaker to fill in for me, as I arrived at the book festival about 20 minutes
before the event ended. Talk about a blooper!! All ended well though, as I was able to network
and expain what had happened.

3. Now, let us talk about Denise, the non-fiction, professional corporate writer. Do you
consider the disciple of writing a novel paved the way and gave you the courage to
pursue this new venue? Would you recommend it to others?  

The Great Recession gave me the courage to pursue writing for business clients. I was one of
30K+ laid off from the firm where I'd worked. Writing was a welcomed avenue, as I had years
of experience writing books and, later, web content. That was back in the days when AOL was
big online! Remember that? Before I launched out as a freelance writer, I studied landing new
clients, writing rates, contracts, etc. And, yes! I'd definitely recommend working as a freelance
writer  to  others.  My suggestion is  that  new freelancers start  on  a part-time basis,  giving
themselves time to build a client base. Also,  the more a freelancer writes for clients,  the
stronger her confidence in her work can grow.

4. You are the editor of  the monthly newsletter,  The Book Lover's Haven. Since its
creation, how many times, if any, you twigged it a little to suit changes in the industry
or professional goals?  How can our readers subscribe to it? 

Since The Book Lover's Haven launched over 15 years ago, I've redesigned it four to five
times. I did it to keep readers interested in the newsletter. Change is, at times, very good!
Readers can subscribe to The Book Lover's Haven at www.chistell.com. In the newsletter,
there  are  writing  job  announcements,  feature  interviews  with  other  authors,  global  book
festival information, etc. Subscribe at www.chistell.com!

5. You are the host of the literary radio show, Off The Shelf Books Talk Radio, where I
had  the  pleasure  of  being  one  of  your  guests.  What  motivated  you  to  create  this
amazing program? How do you measure its  success and guarantee reaching your
targeted audience? 

Thank you, Tannia! Off The Shelf Books Talk Radio started in an unexpected way. I'd been
contacting  radio  stations,  asking  to  be  interviewed  to  share  information  about  my  first
inspirational book,  “Portia.” I called one radio station owner and he asked me, "Why don't
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you start your own radio show?" And, just like that, the seed was planted. I started Off The
Shelf Books Talk Radio on Rainbow Soul, the very radio station that I'd contacted to schedule
an interview to discuss  “Portia” on. I measure the success of  Off The Shelf Books Talk
Radio  by listener count, the success that the authors interviewed on the show experience
following a feature interview and feedback that I receive from listeners and guests. 

6.  You have been mentioned in various entertainment and business directories. Do
you consider this a validation of your work as an author, editor, and radio show host?

Reader feedback is the number one way that I measure the effectiveness of my writing. That
applies whether I'm writing a novel or a non-fiction piece like the articles found at my blog
https://www.chistell.com/africanamericanfiction

7.  When you were featured in November 2008, you had published four books. Since
then, you have released five more: "Rosetta The Talent Show Queen," "Long Walk-Up,"
"Gada's Glory," and  "Gregory The Lionhearted." Please share with our readers their
genre and a little teaser. 

Thank you! "Gada's Glory" and "Gregory The Lionhearted" are works in progress. “Long
Walk Up“ is the empowering and inspirational story of Mulukan, a young African orphan girl.
She is orphaned at six years old after her mother's transitions. Two choices are before her.
Stay with the African tribe she's known her entire young life or chart out entirely on her own.
Mulukan heads up a long hill, beginning her walk up. She ventures into a busy marketplace.
Help, for Mulukan, comes from an unlikely place. Yet, there is no place for Mulukan to stay --
not yet. This young orphan girl finds the courage to step into her destiny, becoming Africa's
first woman president. 

“Rosetta, The Talent Show Queen” is my first young adult book!  Yeah! Rosetta is a
spunky 10-year-old.  Her  idea for  the fifth  graders performance in  the school  talent
show is the hallmark of the story. Readers get to experience the excitement, the tight
spots and the fun that Rosetta and the fifth graders have in “Rosetta, The Talent Show
Queen!” Get your copy later this year!!  You'll love Rosetta!!

8. Your latest release, "Love Pour Over Me," is described as a perfect blend of real-life
romance, mystery, pro-sports, and fame. Is the book based on real events, or is it just a
work of your vivid imagination incorporating daily life situations?

Real  life  connections  in   "Love  Pour  Over  Me" include  Raymond's  passion  for  middle
distance  running  (I  ran  cross-country  and  track  in  middle  school  and  high  school)  and
Raymond being raised by his father. My father raised the five of us after our mother passed
when I was seven and my baby brother's mom left when he was two. My dad was a good
leader,  a  courageous man who raised his  children at  a  time when few men raised their
children  singlehandedly.  Other  parts  of  "Love  Pour  Over  Me" are  the  product  of  my
imagination. I truly hope that readers love exploring the relationship between Raymond and
his  father,  Raymond  the  love  of  his  life,  Brenda  (who  Raymond  meets  at  college)  and
Raymond and the four lifelong friends he meets while at college in Philadelphia. Oh, and, I
lived outside of Phildelphia for two decades. That's another real life connection to the story.
You can read free excerpts at www.chistell.com! Readers - I would love for you to get a copy
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and let me know how you enjoy "Love Pour Over Me!"

9.  All  your  books  were  published  by  Chistell  Publishing.  What  are  some  of  the
advantages  of  choosing  a  small  publisher,  like  this  one,  over  the  more  known
traditional ones? 

Top benefit is the ability to own my work. I founded Chistell Publishing in 1998, the year that
my first novel, “Portia”, was published. Managing Chistell Publishing has helped me to learn
the ins and outs of the book publishing industry. I work with book illustrators, book designers,
editors,  beta  readers,  book  marketers,  book  distributors  and  more.  I've  learned  how  to
negotiate with industry leaders, the value of a good contract and how to work with contacts
who help sell books outside of bookstores, helping me to share my books with more global
readers. 

10. Where can our readers buy your books?  

Would love for readers to buy my books! You can by a copy of my books at www.chistell.com.
Thank you!

11. Where can our readers contact you?

 Readers can contact me via the contact form at www.chistell.com. 

12.   A word of  advice  to authors  looking for  opportunities  to  expand their  writing
venues. 

To expand your writing opportunities, continue to study the industry. For example, if you want
to write social media content for major healthcare, real estate or education firms, get familiar
with  social  media  scheduling  tools  and  platforms.  Attend  free  training  webinars  on  book
marketing  and  freelancing.  Stay  abreast  of  changes  impacting  audiobooks  (which  are
growing), ebooks and print books. Never stop learning. Attend networking events and get to
know established, experienced and new writers. Submit your best work to editors. Start your
own blog. Promote your articles and see which types of your writing gains traction. 

Keep advancing!  I'm rooting for you!
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